Crisis Management
Overview
Duration: One Day
A good crisis management process will help identify threats to an organisation, its
stakeholders and customers as well as providing structure to deal with a crisis when it
does occur. This course will teach attendees how to manage a crisis effectively to help
ensure that any damage to an organisation is limited and that in post crisis the business
can develop and grow.
Description
This course is designed for anyone that might have to deal with or be prepared for a
crisis within their organisation. This could mean members of the crisis management
team or simply managers within the organisation that should have a strong awareness of
the process and requirements for dealing with a crisis.
A crisis is defined as any situation that threatens to harm a person or property, disrupt
business, negatively impact an organisation or damage its reputation. The role of crisis
management is to help manage these situations when they occur, or where possible,
avoid them happening altogether.
Topics covered:
o Types of Crisis – An examination of the types of crisis that can befall an
organisation with an activity that begins to identify the crisis that could be
specific to the participant’s organisation. This is an excellent starting point to help
participants understand the potential for crisis within their organisation and what
vulnerabilities there are.
o Stakeholder Identification & Analysis – Crisis management is all about keeping
stakeholders informed and engaged while mitigating the impact of the crisis on
them. This session helps identify who the stakeholders are, how they need to be
kept informed during a crisis and mapping the relationship.
o Crisis Prevention – The best way to manage a crisis is to avoid it altogether. This
section covers the different audit reviews an organisation should make. It also
provides a structured audit review checklist document and allows the participants
to practice its use. Where an audit review document already exists, the
participants will be encouraged to review their own version.
o Crisis Planning – Participants are provided with a structured list of the contents
of a full crisis planning document, which explains each requirement, what should
be included and why. They are also tested on this knowledge through key
questions aimed at their understanding.
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o Crisis Strategy Checklist – This is a key document that should be included in with
the crisis planning documentation. We provide this and review how to use it and
what the benefits are.
o Crisis Response – When a crisis occurs, it’s imperative that employees know how
to respond. This session looks at the key elements to an effective crisis response.
o Demonstrating Credibility – Using a simple process to identify what to say and
how to say it.
o Dealing with the Media – A key set of considerations to make when dealing with
the media and a review of the alternatives to talking to the media.
o Internal Communication – A key element that is often overlooked. Employees are
a key stakeholder and should be kept informed during a crisis. Here we explain
how.
o Creating a Crisis Message – Providing a full description of the methodology
behind formulating a crisis message, followed by a chance to create their own
crisis message and review its effectiveness.
o Crisis Recovery – What to do after the crisis has abated. Identifying the damage,
knowing what steps to take next, and taking a post-crisis review. This document is
provided and participants get the chance to review and practice with this.
o Online Reputation Management – Managing damaging information provided
over the internet, dealing with social media and its influence, and managing
online threats to your organisation.
o Crisis Practice – Case Study – Bringing all the skills together in an exploration of
the crisis management process through the eyes of an organisation that went
through this. A chance for participants to test their knowledge, consider their
approach and practice ideas in a safe environment.
Who Should Attend?
Managers or leaders looking to implement a crisis management process, or anyone who
wants a background in crisis management.
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